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This thesis establishes the sources and potential solutions for my fractured and 
often contentious relationship with photography. The anxieties of contemporary artists 
working with photographic vocabularies are manifest and the tools to consider and 
critique this work is evasive and lacking. This text is both support and companion to my 
exhibition. 
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Introduction 
 
I have a contentious relationship with photography. I am being pulled in and 
repulsed simultaneously by the medium; its history, its materiality, its practitioners, and 
ultimately its net result, the image. I often have a sense of being a spy on the inside 
attempting to expose the fragility and fluid characteristics of a medium which purports to 
be a stable, perfect representation. My antagonism started early in my career as a 
student photographer assigned to document a Dale Chihuly production and installation 
of glass work in Vianne, France in 1997. Previous to this assignment I was well on my 
way to being the photographer I have grown to loathe: a gear head with a tan vest and 
blind confidence in what constitutes a ‘good’ photograph (fig. 1). I shot color slide film on 
this assignment, and a lot of it, and made some of those ‘good’ photographs (fig. 2). 
 have left the image citation for fig. 2 as it exists both in print and online starting in 
1997. I took the photograph but it is not mine. There is no inherent history of my 
association contained within the image and I did not process the original. It is an 
anonymous document composed in such a way to draw minimal attention to itself, and if 
I had not been there, the image would still exist through some other photographer. I 
soon realized how impersonal my relationship to photography was and began to 
mistrust and carry disgust for the medium. My practice, starting the day of this 
realization, has been focused on finding new avenues of truth and stability within 
photography while exposing the absurdities I see in the medium. 
	 3	
 
 
Photography’s Instability and the Consequences Thereof 
 
Photography, throughout its history, has never been one thing. It is important to 
consider the term ‘photography’ as a blanket term covering a huge swath of 
technologies. Even at the genesis of the chemically fixed image there were two 
completely different photographic processes: The mirrored metallic positive images, 
known as daguerreotypes being produced by Louis-Jaques-Mandé Daguerre and the 
salted paper, and later calotype negative images being produced by William Henry Fox 
Talbot. Daguerreotypes were one off prints with no reproduction possible, Talbot’s 
paper negatives could be reproduced. In the pre-digital era of photography technology 
advanced quickly and the medium saw dozens of processes (see table 1, listed 
chronologically) arrive in the search for cost effectiveness, efficiency, scale, 
permanence of image, ease of use, and commercial viability for competing 
photographers.  
Each new technology demoted and transformed the preceding process. This 
demotion is inherent as the new by definition questions the validity and value of the old. 
The transformative effects of new technologies are a little different. As each new 
process arrives it brings the former’s material, construct, and esthetic to the forefront, 
thereby overshadowing the image. The new is a photograph, an image first with the 
material being negligible and unseen. The old is an object. When one picks up a tintype 
at a flea market they see a tintype first, before looking at the actual image. The 
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anachronistic nature of photography transmitted through historical forms is constant and 
in effect today.  
One would be wrong in thinking this rush of technologies within the medium has 
somehow lessened in the era of digital photography. If anything it has increased and 
propagated this demotion process in confusing and potentially self-destructive manners. 
Evidence for this confusion can be seen in how artists attempt to describe their 
photographs. Absurdity abounds as acronyms, verbs, name brands and 
unsubstantiated claims are tagged to images which are often seen only on a website: 
Pigment print, archival inkjet print on Hahnemuhle Baryta, digital archival print, etc. (all 
the same thing), unique c-type print, digital chromogenic print, archival light-jet print, etc. 
(again, all the same thing) (see table 2). I imagine these artists and gallerists are trying 
to balance truth, market, and cachet as they determine what to list as ‘materials’ on a 
certain piece. At times an image may never have been printed at all, or at least not in 
the way it is being described. What one is seeing on a gallery website is a digital file, 
and as such, it can potentially be all (or none) of these things. As a physical 
manifestation there are really only two basic possibilities: droplets of ink on paper (i.e., 
digital archival print, etc.), or photographic chemistry on paper (i.e., c-print etc.).  
When there is no obfuscation taking place, overcompensation steps in. Here we 
see two works by Rodney Graham held by Hauser & Wirth (fig. 3,4). I have screen-
capped them to preserve the image and caption as shown to the public via the gallery 
website.   
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These two pieces (fig. 3,4) were produced within a year of each other so one can 
safely assume their description was considered at around the same time, by the same 
person or group. The image of the photo based piece isn’t even of the work as 
described, it appears to be the digital file embodying infinite, or zero, possibilities for 
physical output. The painting’s materials (acrylic on linen) are listed, no more 
information given nor needed. I do not mean to belittle either Graham or Hauser & 
Wirth, but I use them as an example of how this need to differentiate within the medium 
of photography and create perceived value outside of the image pervades the most 
established artists and galleries. As we know this urge within photography is nothing 
new. (table 1).  
Another trait of some contemporary artists using photography is to physically 
alter the image in a non-repeatable way or to add a step to their process which creates 
a unique result even if repeated. In a piece by Matthew Brandt held by Yossi Milo 
Gallery (fig.5), shown once again as a screen capture to preserve intended display by 
the gallery, we see he has processed his image with ‘water drawn from Lewis Falls…’. 
One could possibly refer to this as a Brandttype, continuing the legacy of Feertypes, 
Breyertypes, Gaudinotypse etc.   
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New Modes of Consumption 
 
 
Along with artist’s attempts to individualize the process and medium, there has 
also been a change in how the public consumes photography. Most early theories 
regarding photography, including Roland Barthes and Susan Sontag, focus on the 
individual image and the elements and qualities of a solitary photograph. Even 
contemporary theorists, such as Hito Steyerl1 and Boris Groys2, though acknowledging 
the ability of an image to change, replicate, and be everywhere at once online, still 
frame that discussion though an individual image. I contend that images are now 
consumed in a serial, almost cinematic nature. A photograph’s power now comes as 
much, if not more, from what has been scrolled past previously as it does from anything 
in the image itself. An image can be, and often is, weakened if removed from a series 
and asked to stand alone. Contemporary art is not insulated from this modern 
relationship with photography. In a response to a photography show at the National 
Portrait Gallery in Fall 2014 Jonathan Jones, art critic for The Guardian and 2009 
Turner Prize Jurist wrote:  
It just looks stupid when a photograph is framed or backlit and 
displayed vertically in an exhibition, in the way paintings have 
traditionally been shown. A photograph in a gallery is a flat, 
soulless, superficial substitute for painting. Putting up massive 
prints is a waste of space, when the curators could provide iPads 
																																																						
1 Hito Steryel, In Defense of the Poor Image, e-flux Journal #10 (11/2009) accessed April 4, 2016, 
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/in-defense-of-the-poor-image/. 
 
2 Boris Groys, Art Power, (Boston: MIT Press, 2013), Pgs 82-91.	
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and let us scroll through a digital gallery that would easily be as 
beautiful and compelling as the expensive prints.3   
 
Jones seems to be fine with the images, but cannot get past the form the photography 
was shown in November of 2014. Why not an iPad indeed! For Jones, this was his 
concurrent form of image consumption, so anything else was, to borrow a term and tone 
from the title of his review, soulless, stale, backwards and static. It is for him not an 
image, but a bygone material. For Jones a large photograph is now just a large 
photograph first, image secondary. For after all there is an iPad in his mind, which 
illustrates the idea of photography as image first in 2014. Jones is discontent not with 
the content of the photograph in the gallery, but its form.  
So how can an art with no stable medium, no obedience (and therefore no 
disobedience) to a set of rules be fully understood or critiqued? Christopher Bedford, in 
his essay “Qualifying Photography as Art, or, Is Photography All It Can Be? “4 struggles 
with the means to critique photography. He laments that “the majority of art critics 
writing today lack the requisite descriptive vocabulary and technical understanding to 
account for and evaluate the appearance of a photograph,” and later concludes that:  
Ultimately, there is only one effective, long-term remedy for the 
instrumentalization of photography in the broader context of art 
production, and that remedy begins with the production of 
advanced criticism that addresses photographs with a deep 
awareness of both the technical conditions of photographic 
production, and the concomitant conceptual implications of these 
technical processes.  
 
																																																						
3 Jonathan Jones, “Flat, soulless and stupid: why photographs don’t work in art galleries”, The 
Guardian, November 13, 2014, accessed December 14, 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2014/nov/13/why-photographs-dont-work-in-
art-galleries. 
 
4 Charlotte Cotton, ed., Words Without Pictures, (Los Angeles: Wallis Annenberg Photography 
Department-LACMA, 2009), Pgs 4-11.	
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Fortunately, I do not see that happening. It has the likely outcome of actually 
reinforcing the object-ness of a photograph’s technology and substrate. How banal is 
the conversation about file size, bit depth, and printer choice when encountering a piece 
of photographic art? It is up to the artist render this struggle encountered by Bedford 
moot. No explanation should be necessary; it is the image that matters.  
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The Crux 
  
The nagging feeling that something more is needed beyond just presenting the 
image is tenacious. Returning to Jones’s article on photography in the gallery, there was 
one final section where he brought up a common trope regarding photography:  
Paintings are made with time and difficulty, material complexity, textural 
depth, talent and craft, imagination and “mindfulness”. A good painting is a 
rich and vigorous thing. A photograph, however well lit, however cleverly 
set it up, only has one layer of content. It is all there on the surface. You 
see it, you’ve got it.5  
 
This is a familiar and predictable critique of large format photography. It is the 
pervasiveness of this critique (sometimes coming from within photographic circles) 
which leads many to conclude that this is the motivation for these artists; that Graham, 
Brandt, James Hyde (fig. 6), Sam Falls (fig. 7) and others hope to have their work 
considered in terms of painting and they themselves want to be considered painters. 
This is not the case. All of these artists can, and have, worked strictly with painting.  
 It is my belief now that the nagging feeling, the motivation to differentiate does 
not come from comparisons between painting and photography. I do not think that 
contemporary photographers working in this way are attempting to compensate for 
something that may or may not be lacking in photography vis-à-vis painting. I see the 
issue being rooted instead in the modern, digital photographic process itself. The 
workflow for all these artists, myself included, is basically the following: 1. Image 
creation (camera, scanner, collage, analog or digital, doesn’t really matter) 2. Digitize 
																																																						
5 Jonathan Jones, “Flat, soulless and stupid: why photographs don’t work in art galleries”, The 
Guardian, November 13, 2014, accessed December 14, 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/jonathanjonesblog/2014/nov/13/why-photographs-dont-work-in-
art-galleries. 
	 10	
and finalize image on computer 3. Print via a digital file. In less technical terms: 
creation, separation, reclamation. For every piece of artwork made today using the 
digital photographic process there is, at one point or another, complete detachment 
from the work. Nothing is tangible with the digital file leading to the ownership, 
authorship and the quality of the work coming into question.  
 The digital image file is rigidly democratic. The data constituting the image files 
on a computer are organized the exact same whether it is a snapshot or a work ready 
for exhibition. They are treated the exact same way by that computer; there is 
absolutely nothing notable about one file over another, and this is the same whether you 
are a hobbyist or Sam Falls. So not only are the files intangible and ethereal, they 
become stripped of any care or importance over any other file. And remember, this file 
is the original. This file becomes the marker by which to check the prints. This file 
becomes an infinitely repeatable key which the artist has no actual access to. Printed 
photographs are homages, a slowly decaying sign pointing to an eternal unchanging 
digital file.  
 The moves made by Brandt, Hyde, Falls, Letha Wilson (fig. 8), and others are not 
made to move the work away from the discourse of photography, rather an attempt to 
reclaim the work back from the digital process.  
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Towards Stabilization 
 
I do not know for sure if the artists I have mentioned suffer the same anxiety 
towards the digital file as I do. I am projecting and presuming based on the choices I 
see them making in the production of their work. I do know, however, that this is true for 
myself. When I look at a digital print conventionally displayed on a wall I cannot help but 
be pointed back to the digital file. For me it is not a representation of an image, but 
rather a sign pointing me back to a file living a life completely separate from the artist. 
My research and work in the studio during the pursuit of my Masters has been focused 
on recognizing, diagnosing, and coming to terms with the discontent I have in my own 
practice, and in practices similar to mine using digital photographic methods. My thesis 
exhibition is the culmination of this research.  
 There are two bodies of work coexisting in the same gallery (fig. 9, 10). The first, 
and most obvious is a series of large-scale prints mounted to particle board. There are a 
total of eleven panels organized in the space. Some are mounted on the wall, some are 
leaning against the wall, and some are laying prostrate on the floor in a disorganized 
pile. The imagery on each board is one third of an image with some of the images 
having all their sections visible, and other images only having a portion of their totality 
present in the gallery.  
The second group of work is a series of much smaller framed representational 
photographs. Each photograph has a custom frame, only one of which is conventionally 
rectangular. The imagery is of banal architectural details. 
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The work is installed in such a way to invite and insist on multiple encounters 
with the individual pieces. One enters the space and is encountered first by the larger 
work. A moment or two may elapse before walking up to, and considering one of the 
much smaller framed pieces (fig. 11,12). 
 Fig. 12 is, for me, the nucleus of the installation. This embodies my struggle with 
digital photography and its usefulness as a tool. A system became broken; something 
interjected unexpectedly and was fixed by a human hand. Not originally in the plans, a 
worker had to determine the best way to fix the system not by cutting through and 
keeping the line straight, but by spanning the break in the line. A digital image cannot be 
broken and fixed this way. Once it is partially broken, it is completely broken.  
The meandering lines of the frame ask you to look more closely at the image. 
This is not neatly placed in the system with the mechanically reproduced frame using a 
common rectangular ratio. The shaped frames project into space much differently, and 
therefore the images they house cannot be approached or discarded the way a 
rectangular or square image could be. When the image and shape become intertwined 
and mutually important, the paper and process become meaningless. It becomes 
impossible to see it as a digital print first, pointing back at a digital file. This piece 
becomes a clue to the meaning of my entire practice: It is evidence of true humanity, a 
system imperfectly mended. There has been an intervention in a systematic (in this 
case architectural) space. Less so a moment of graffiti on an institutional wall, this is 
something more along the lines of thieves creating mechanical systems which steal 
card numbers and PINs at cash machines. Humans can be sloppy, impatient, and 
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impertinent. Each of us has an idea of what constitutes a repair. There is no objective 
trait to the idea of ‘good enough.’ 
We have a choice of how to fix things, and of how to organize things. There are 
eleven larger panels in the space. It seems that each one is not a solitary image, but 
perhaps one half or a third of a larger work. This possibility is shown only once in the 
installation, (fig. 9, center) but even then they are not completely together. It is waiting 
on a moment of human intervention to push it back together. I imagine myself in front of 
the three, arms spread, waiting for the moment to recreate the whole. But I do not do 
that, the moment that happens I am no longer part of the system: I have acted on the 
files’ behalf; my existence becomes unnecessary. So it continues in the installation, 
another wall shows a nearly complete image, but the final piece is leaning against the 
wall, waiting to be hung. Behind it is another panel whose remaining matches lay on the 
floor.  
These digital prints, these works of ink on paper, are not being elevated nor 
made unique by their material. There is no description of materials or processes present 
in the space; the term ‘archival’ has no place here. The image is being supported by 
particleboard, and this fact is not being disguised from the viewer (fig. 13). 
 Particleboard is instantly recognizable as cheap. It is something which does not 
remain unfinished, uncovered when employed in construction. It cannot, it would decay 
quickly if left to elements, much like the digital prints they are now carrying. The viewer 
is being asked to consider fragility of the paper, the falseness of printed recreation as 
original. Even the display of them is not static, they could be rearranged at any time, 
taken away, replicated or scaled in any direction. The uniqueness of these pieces does 
	 14	
not come from some proprietary technique or destructive action made by the artist. It 
lies instead in their honesty of medium and their partnership with the exhibition space. 
My reclamation does not come from elevating the image, rather exposing the systemic 
separation from the original.  
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Conclusion 
 
Accept the digital photographic process for what it is, and what it is not. Allow for 
uncertainty and surprise. Obfuscation is absurd and damaging. A list of materials and 
processes only work to further obscure the surface, the image. All this leads to a 
“materialization” of the image. In other words, what is actually being shown loses 
meaning, and could be anything. Like encountering an older photographic technology 
and seeing it as its medium first (Look! A polaroid!), artists now are bastardizing the 
image as a means to cachet. It really doesn’t matter what the image is, just one of a 
thousand or so on a hard drive, each living a life in a time, space and method to which 
we have zero access.   
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Figures 
 
 
Fig. 1. Digital Image. The Vest Guy. Accessed April 2, 2016. www.thevestguy.com. 
 
 
 
Fig 2. Dale Chihuly, White Seal Pups, 1997, 2-5’ Tall, Up to 20” Diameter, Vianne, 
France. 
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Fig. 3. Screen capture from website. Digital Image. Hauser & Wirth. Accessed April 16, 
2016. www.hauserwirth.com. 
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Fig. 4. Screen capture from website. Digital Image. Hauser & Wirth. Accessed April 16, 
2016. www.hauserwirth.com. 
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Fig. 5. Screen capture from website. Digital Image. Yossi Milo Gallery. Accessed April 
20th, 2016. yossimilo.com. 
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Fig. 6. Screen Capture from website. Digital Image. James Hyde at David Risley. 
Accessed February 12, 2016. jameshyde.com. (Caption in image reads: “APERTURES, 
2014, acrylic dispersion on archival inkjet print sealed with urethane and uv varnish on 
stretched linen, 52 x 127 inches”)  
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Fig. 7. Screen Capture from website. Digital Image. Galería Marta Cervera. 
Accessed February 12, 2016. martacerveragallery.com. 
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Fig. 8. Screen capture from website. Digital Image. GRIMM. Accessed April 1, 2016. 
grimmgallery.com. 
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Fig. 9. Matthew Warren. Installation documentation of Ink on Paper. Richmond, VA. 
4/12/16. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Matthew Warren. Installation documentation of Ink on Paper. Richmond, VA. 
4/12/16. 
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Fig. 11. Matthew Warren. Installation documentation of Ink on Paper. Richmond, VA. 
4/12/16. 
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Fig. 12. Matthew Warren. Matthew Warren. Installation documentation of Ink on Paper. 
Richmond, VA. 4/12/16. 
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Fig. 13. Matthew Warren. Matthew Warren. Installation documentation of Ink on Paper. 
Richmond, VA. 4/12/16. 
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Table 1 
Partial list of photographic processes and approximate first date of usage. 
Taken in part from William E. Leyshon, Photographs from the 19th Century: A process 
Identification guide, (Prescott, AZ: Sharlot Hall Museum Archives, 1984). 
 
 
Dagerreotype 1837 
Breyertype 1839 
carbon 1839 
gum bichromate  1839 
calotype 1841 
chrysotype 1842 
cyanotype 1842 
chromatype 1843 
catalysotype 1844 
energiatype 1844 
fluorotype 1844 
albumen 1850 
crystallotype 1850 
crystoleum 1850 
ectograph 1850 
Hyalotype 1850 
amphitype  1851 
Archertype  1851 
ceroleine 1851 
Gaudinotype 1853 
melanograph 1853 
pannotype 1853 
ambrotype 1854 
collotype 1855 
Ivorytype 1855 
diaphanotype  1856 
linograph 1856 
sphereotype 1856 
tintype 1856 
cameo 1860 
Gaudinotype 1861 
Dallastype 1863 
Gem tintypes 1863 
Woodburytype 1864 
Wothlytype 1864 
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Eburneum 1865 
Aristotype 1867 
Autotype 1868 
heliotype 1870 
palladiotype 1870 
Leggotype 1871 
Albertype 1873 
carbro 1873 
platinotype 1873 
Levytype 1875 
Meisenbach process 1886 
Feertype 1889 
hydrotype 1889 
kallitype 1889 
nitrate film 1889 
Charbon Velour 1893 
gaslight paper 1893 
gum platinum 1898 
ozotype 1899 
catatype 1901 
ozobrome 1905 
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Table 2 
Partial list of terms used to describe digitally made prints. Collected by the Author, all 
entries sic. 
 
 
C-print 
Digital Print 
vintage print 
c-print on aluminum 
archival pigment print on cotton rag paper mounted to Plexiglas 
Digital Archival Print 
inkjet print 
Photograph 
Giclee Print 
digital C-Type print 
mounted inkjet 
Pigment print 
Fine Art Print 
Chromogenic Photograph 
color photograph 
LightJet c-print 
traditional color print 
Fuji Matte print 
dye transfer print 
Digital chromogenic print mounted to Plexiglas 
unique c-print 
IRIS archival print 
Inkjet on paper 
lambda print 
UV laminated chromogenic print 
c-print transfer 
uv print 
color transparency and lightbox 
archival inkjet print on Hahnemuhle Baryta 
digital C-print 
large format inkjet print 
Archival Inkjet Print 
digital print 
archival digital print 
photographic print 
Ink-Jet-Print 
Lambda Print 
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chromogenic print 
inkjet photograph 
archival pigment print 
Digital Photograph 
Archival Print on Arches Paper 
UV-curable four color print 
 
  
	 31	
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